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Political situation in Nigeria: Before the elections
In 2014, Nigeria marked 100 years since unification between the Muslim north and the Christian
south. The merger of the two protectorates was imposed by the British Empire in 1914 and laid the
foundations of modern Nigeria. However, the country is still divided along multiple lines, with
ethnic ideologies, religion and regionalism remaining strong factors in political life. On 28 March
and 11 April, Nigerians are due to go to the polls (for postponed Presidential, National Assembly
and Gubernatorial, and State Assembly elections respectively). The elections raise many questions
and exacerbate old problems. Nigeria enters them in a state of dissatisfaction with politics,
instability and with serious internal conflicts. The growing menace of Boko Haram, fears of electoral
fraud and violence, and the shaky economic context all add up to an insecure political landscape.

Background
A few key elements of Nigeria’s political context must be considered to understand where it stands today.
The country gained its political independence from Britain in 1960 and in 1963 was established as a Federal
Republic, composed of 36 states. In the following years, chaos, instability and abuse of power led to the
imposition of military rule, which lasted most of the post-independence period. Marking the beginning of the
fourth republic, 1999 opened the door to civilian governance and democratisation. For Muslims in several
northern states, the return to democracy in 1999 also meant the introduction of Islamic Sharia law – a
decision that drew another axis of division in the country and sowed the seeds of further conflicts.
Only three (of 24) parties were registered by the Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC) in 1999
and contested the general elections: the People’s Democratic Party (PDP), Alliance for Democracy (AD) and
All People's Party (APP). In line with the provisions of the 1999 Constitution, these three alone managed to
prove they were not formed on sectional, ethnic, or religious principles, and that their membership and
support bases sufficiently reflected the diversity of the country. Formal requirements aside, research shows
that ethnicity is largely 'an indisputable fact' when it comes to voters’ choices in Nigeria. Political parties lack
solid ideological foundations and coherent and credible agendas, but rather are based on identity and
religion. Another aspect of party politics is that they have focused on presidential rule. Political discourse
boils down to winning or losing and to personal rivalries; to whom the president is, not what he offers. In
2015, it is still difficult to distinguish between the 28 registered political parties in terms of ideology and
policy. In spite of their high number, just two of them dominate the political scene at present, and are
expected to clash in the upcoming elections.

People's Democratic Party (PDP)
Since 1999, the governing PDP – Nigeria’s largest party – has shown itself to be dominant. Initially it formed
in 1997 as a coalition against the self-succession plans of military ruler General Sani Abacha. It evolved into a
large group, consisting of representatives (mainly opponents of the dictator Abacha) from both the north
and the south, from different interest groups, united more by the fact of being in power than by a proper
party policy and ideology. Its broad geographical coverage gave it a pretext to claim electoral presence in all
areas of the country and present itself as the embodiment of national consensus. Yet this is not the case in
ethnically sensitive Nigeria. The party's diverse composition has not proven coherent, and has led to internal
division and to many members leaving the PDP as more parties were registered.
Power sharing principle
The unity of the party was largely due to an unwritten rule, or 'gentleman’s agreement', within the PDP. The
principle was that power and presidency would rotate between the north and the south every eight years.
After northern President Umaru Yar’Adua died in office in 2010, the north was still due another five years.
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The decision of the PDP’s Goodluck Jonathan (backed by the south) to run for office, and his victory, broke
the deal and alienated the north. The results of the 2011 election caused riots in the north, and the greatest
violence since the civil war (1967-70). This is regarded as the root of the current national crisis.

The opposition: All Progressive Congress (APC)
The second major party in Nigerian politics today is the newly formed All Progressives Congress (APC). It was
founded in February 2013, after its two prominent figures – former military head of state, Muhammadu
Buhari, and former Lagos Governor, Bola Tinubu – united their opposition parties. In the past, attempts at
merger failed due to dissent and regional differences. The fact that APC now exists is considered a success in
itself, and moreover, it stands real chances of victory in 2015. APC is a coalition, uniting many previous
opposition parties: the Congress for Progressive Change (CPC) and All Nigerian People's Party (ANPP) with
support from the north, along with the Action Congress of Nigeria (ACN) and elements of the All Progressives
Grand Alliance (APGA) from the south. It also welcomed previous members of PDP, who quit as they
opposed the incumbent president's run for a second term. Thus, APC represents both northern and southern
interests – 'a party that is more national than the PDP', as it has been described by its deputy national
secretary. This diversity leaves room for potential internal conflicts. APC has already suffered a drain of
members who have joined the ruling PDP. The real test, if it wins, will be whether APC can transform itself
from a mixture of political associations into a true political party with a common vision and mission.

The forthcoming elections
In 2015, Nigerians will vote in the fifth general election since the return to democracy, supposedly the most
contested and polarising so far. Conducting credible elections in the fourth republic has been a problem,
associated with a variety of antidemocratic practices, up to violence. Even though the main presidential
candidates signed the Abuja Accord to ensure free, fair and credible polls, Nigerians remember 2011, when
Human Rights Watch reported 800 deaths from election-related violence.
The two front-runners – from 14 presidential candidates – are the incumbent, Goodluck Jonathan (PDP),
running for a second term, and Muhammadu Buhari (APC). The latter is a former military ruler (from
31 December 1983 to 27 August 1985), backed by the Muslim north, and known for his 'war against
indiscipline' and intolerance of corruption. Their rivalry in 2011 resulted in Jonathan winning with the help of
the mostly Christian, oil-producing south – a breach of the unwritten rule of the presidency rotating. In sum,
in the last 16 years, northerners have held the presidency for only three years. In 2015, their new battle is
indicative of the conflict between the richer south, and a north overtaken by poverty and Islamic extremism.
As a measure against potential electoral fraud, new Permanent Voter Cards (PVCs) were introduced. The
INEC stated that voting will be allowed only using these new cards, but there are delays in their distribution.
And the technology for using them has not been tested yet either. All this added to the decision to postpone
the elections for six weeks, although the main reason given was security. If the postponement is extended
beyond the constitutional limit (28 April for presidential elections), Nigeria might be pushed into a state of
emergency.
The electoral setting is complicated by additional factors like weaker oil prices, fast depreciating money
(naira), and the attacks of Boko Haram. The terrorist group threatened all those who dare vote and has
provoked displacement of almost 1 million people. Election workers also find it difficult to go into a war
zone. Possible restrictions on voting in the north, as well as the re-election of the PDP’s candidate would lead
to disputes.
The outcome of the elections will affect not only all of Africa, but is of key importance to the EU as well.

The political dimension of relations between Nigeria and the EU is articulated in Articles 8 to 13 of the revised
Cotonou Partnership Agreement. Article 8 in particular spells out the objectives and the key topics of the political
dialogue. In 2009 the EU and Nigeria sought to intensify dialogue and enhance cooperation. This commitment was
formalised by the Nigeria-EU Joint Way Forward. Consequently, both parties engaged in regular political
dialogues, covering a broad range of issues and focusing mainly on peace and security, governance and human
rights and trade and regional integration. The last ministerial meeting between Nigeria and the EU within this
framework took place on 27 November 2014 in Abuja. To support the 2015 electoral process, the EU is deploying
an Election Observation Mission (EOM) in Nigeria, as it did previously in 2003, 2007 and 2011. A total of
90 observers will be sent to monitor the election across the country, except in the north-east, for security
reasons.
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